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ABSTRACT
Growing up in an image-based society with television, computer screens, and a massive
swell of visual media leaves me overloaded with imagery and information. I seek to find beauty
in the strangeness of interconnected nostalgia of family memories, loss and grief, escapism, and
video games. I process and excavate my personal history by romanticizing memories,
relationships, and the passage of time. I do this with constructed visual worlds created through
the physical processes of drawing, bookbinding, ceramics, printmaking, and painting. I use
references and influences from 20th-century artists Paul Klee, James Ensor, and Jim Nutt to
connect and interweave video game graphics, archeological references, and contemporary
cartooning as methods to transcend biography for an archetype of 21st-century life. I blend
contemporary sources of images from media, digital research methods, and physical art making
as a foundation of my studio practice and teaching philosophy.
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INTRODUCTION
Growing up in an image-based society with television, computer screens, and a massive
swell of visual media leaves me overloaded with imagery and information. I seek to find beauty
in the strangeness of interconnected nostalgia of family memories, loss and grief, escapism, and
video games. I process and excavate my personal history by romanticizing memories,
relationships, and the passage of time in constructed visual worlds through the physical processes
of drawing, bookbinding, ceramics, printmaking, and painting.
We live in strange times in which we are entrenched in nonstop visual information. I
resort to memory, a rich vein of inspiration, and nostalgia, perhaps it is my late father or that old
Gameboy, or maybe even just a simpler time, a moment of stillness to escape. By excavating my
imagination, I realized how these memories are retained in the subconscious. The imagination
mixed with the ability to Google any image I desire, allows me to collect a large amount of
content all at once.
I realize how accessible visual media is now, whether it be comics from another country
or museum, and websites that provide you with pictures of art from any century. On a whim in
an afternoon, I can take in centuries of art and retain information subconsciously that may
surface later. I use this research strategy to inform myself through historical references to artists
who use similar materials and processes.
Having been born in the mid 90’s post-Reaganomics consumer America, I have never
known the stillness and silence that painters 100 years ago knew. My experience differs in terms
of a childhood full of an absurd number of different cartoons, comics, toys, commercials,
websites, and video games. This was a time rich in consumer electronics which created a mass
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flood of visual media readily available to purchase and put in your home. I am a part of this
digital cult; I cannot escape the advancement of technology as it continually converges into daily
life. All these influences from entertainment and media begin to merge and fuse with my
knowledge of the history of art.
I process this through the immediacy of drawing, and I embrace drawing’s physicality
compared to the digital world that surrounds me. The image is what's important and its
transference onto any surface, be it two-dimensional or three-dimensional. Through learning
different processes, skills, and sensibilities across mediums, I developed an arsenal of tools for
expressing my ideas. I firmly believe that if I can draw a form then I can sculpt and paint the
form. While aspects of life are out of my control, I have some control over an object and its
creation in this artistic space. I embrace the ownership of the physical object that I created. From
raw material, I transmute dirt and grease into something that transcends the material like
alchemy1.
Learning new techniques is important to building knowledge of different approaches to
image-making and learned skills translate between the mediums I utilize. Working with multiple
pieces at a time allows me to work quickly through ideas and better resolve issues. Pieces begin
to communicate with one another through repetition as common threads are revealed.
From this personal development of physical skills tied with the research of concepts and a
robust collection of images from media and the internet, I build the foundation of my pedagogy.
Moving forward I infuse my teaching methods with my artistic philosophy with an emphasis on
the use of that great resource located between everyone’s eyeballs, the imagination. Teaching

1

Merriam-Webster, Definition of ALCHEMY. “a power or process that changes or transforms something in a
mysterious or impressive way”
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students to access their unconscious resources and by a means of reflecting on their personal
histories, I am encouraging new methods of accumulating a genuine narrative. I remind those I
teach amid arduous work, relentless research, and continued desire toward personal betterment,
to find joy in making.
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CONCEPTUAL MOTIVATORS
My work is autobiographical. I draw from my experiences new and old. I use physical
materials to create images to express my mental state or a theme I am exploring. I use symbols as
visual devices to break up the picture plane with design methods to create a portal into my
narrative. For example, in Self-Portrait In A Florida Landscape, I use idioms I’ve picked up over
my life like “Cry me a river” and “My dreams up in smoke”. Other symbols that linger from
being raised Catholic, like the ladder which in this case symbolizes for me enlightenment, and
the all-seeing eye that rests in the clouds as an abstraction of a deity.

Figure 1: Self Portrait In A Florida Landscape, ink on paper, 11” x 14”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.
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Symbols continue to reveal themselves through repetitive imagery in my work. The
continual investigation of these symbols grants me better insight into their meaning and potential
uses as visual focal points. Visual symbols both support the design of the picture and reinforce
what I convey to the viewer.
Death and grief
Death and cycles of life are a common thread that I explore conceptually. I have felt grief
in a lot of ways, for people and places, or even the simple passage of time. "Life is tough and
then you die"2 so the death of those close to me is a reminder that it will all end one day. I
reinforce this to the viewer through my use of reminders of death, like the grim reaper, and the
repetitious use of skulls. I can memorialize moments important to me now that I have the visual
language and ability to articulate these ideas through the refinement of my use of materials and
techniques.
My family dealt with a great loss when my father passed. Reflecting on this moment in
my life dwells up all sorts of memories and nostalgia, leaving me longing for a relationship I no
longer have. I think back on my time with him and the impact he had on me by introducing me to
computers and video games and supporting me creatively. In my paintings of memories, I
resurrect him in an image through Father and Child. I symbolize the longing for my father
through the gesture of my father’s hand upon my back, a nurturing gesture that I miss today.

2

“A Quote by George Carlin.” n.d.
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Figure 2: Father and child, Oil on wood, 10” x 8”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

The speech bubble I depict coming from my mouth, is a visual icon I borrow from
comics and manga3 that I read a lot of in my youth that symbolizes verbal expression. I use the
scribble ball to represent my frustration with being a shy and bullied kid that lost his father.
The radiating light in the painting is a stand-in for the burning desire to learn that I’ve
come to call Endless Curiosity, to always be open-minded and receptive to new information. My
father instilled this in me, and I continue to preserve this virtue in my heart as a way of honoring
him. At the same time, it becomes a historical wave to Van Gogh in my use of the thick impasto4
paint with directional brushstrokes as light emanates from the bulb. The picture on the back wall
becomes a portal the same as the window, the computer screen, and the piece of paper my child
self is drawing on making references to escape. My experiences with death changed my outlook

3

Pagan, A Beginner’s Guide to Manga. “Manga is an umbrella term for a wide variety of comic books and graphic
novels originally produced and published in Japan. Unlike American comic books, which are usually printed in full
color, Japanese manga are almost always published in black and white. Full-color prints are often only used for
special releases.”
4

Tate, Impasto “Impasto refers to an area of thick paint or texture, in a painting.”
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and my belief in terms of spirituality. This is visible in my works through the personification of
death and visualizations of spirits with the living. By engaging with death, I continue the
tradition in art of memento mori. Memento mori is defined as “an artwork designed to remind
the viewer of their mortality and of the shortness and fragility of human life.”5 I utilize my
personal experiences and feelings toward death and how it has affected me to convey this to the
viewer.
In the painting Looming Death, I confront death as a subject and for myself mentally. I
visually worked through how I emotionally see death, as this hostile reaper. By looking past
death with vacant eyes, I depict myself as sauntering up the stairs and unaware holding onto my
Endless Curiosity on the way to the drawing board.

Figure 3: Looming Death, Oil on wood, 8” x 8", 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

In making Looming Death, I convey that grief is numbing and can come at any time
whether it is your time to pass or suicide (denoted with the noose around the reaper’s neck and
fallen stool). I use the window as another opportunity for a symbol of death in which I use the

5

Tate, Memento Mori.
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modern anxiety of an asteroid impact. The escape becomes negated and another reminder of
death.
I then begin to depict death as lackadaisical, seated upon a bench in a Florida landscape
taking a smoke in Death As A Smoker. In this humorous depiction, I am attempting to disarm the
concept of death in my mind, that the Reaper isn’t against me, and death is just a part of the cycle
of life. Here death sits as the time-of-day shifts, taking a smoke break after a long day of
claiming souls of the living. The grim reaper is used as a stand-in for death to elicit an
understanding that death is just doing its job.

Figure 4: Death As A Smoker, Oil on wood, 8” x 10”, 2022, Image courtesy of the artist.

Time
When thinking about death, I begin to consider the passage of time and my mortality. I
explore aging in The Waterbearers/Wellspring, using three women, young to old, to visually
communicate three stages of life, their jugs become fuller and eventually spill in the elder’s case.
The water jugs of varying sizes represent the addition of responsibilities that come with age,
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from childhood it's quite light until eventually it’s so full and spills. All the contents of this
hypothetical jug trickle down like when someone passes, and their will is scattered amongst
surviving heirs, or their responsibilities are picked up by those close to them.
Another symbol I began to use and notice repeating in my work is the blue spirits.
Dealing with death and the cycles of grief, I began to question my spirituality, thinking about an
afterlife, and if people stay around as ghosts.

Figure 5: The Waterbearers/Wellspring, Oil on wood, 12” x 12” 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

The unique element to me of a painting is that it is a compression of time. For example,
in a film, the content or narrative happens over the duration of time. A painting is a compression
of time in that everything is there at once. The duration of the experience is dependent on the
engagement of the viewer. It unfolds over sustained time looking at whatever the art object may
be and begins to reveal itself over time, giving me more control over what is seen first through
the design hierarchy.
I utilize symbols as focal points to lead the viewer's eyes through my compositions.
These small discoveries over time reward the viewer's effort toward seeing and looking. I want
to use this advantage to create a dense pictorial space for the viewer to escape into and explore.
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Relationships

Figure 6: Alejandra Surrounded By Spirits, Oil on wood, 12” x 12”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

As time moves on, I am always forming new relationships. Building bonds with people I
become close with and deepening those bonds over time. In Alejandra Surrounded By Spirits, the
blue spirits appear again like in The Waterbearers/Wellspring. I painted Alejandra, my partner,
and fellow creative soul. Here she is caught in a swirl of five blue spirits encircling her as the
central form in a green room. Each blue spirit represents a crucial death that affected me deeply;
a high school friend, grandparents, my father, and a close family friend who suffered for a long
time. While I have lost, I have also gained. In my grief of things long past, I also have hope, to
look forward and record moments with those I care about as time crawls along. The room I
depict functions as a space for me to intermingle new love and old losses. The green rooms are a
visualization of my mind representing my current psychic state and memories.
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Relationships become more important to me because I start to appreciate what I had with
those I lost. Painting people I am close to makes the work more authentic. What interests me
about people is what makes them human. These characters I gather over time become my cast of
characters. Some characters come from experience, for example, my family reoccurs in my
pictures, same with my partner Alejandra. Other characters begin to form through invention
while constructing visual words because I feel an urgency for figures to populate them.

Figure 7: Mother And child, Oil on wood, 12” x 12”, 2022, image courtesy of the artist.

For example, in Mother And Child, my mother and I symbolize the maternal bond of
mother and child. I resurrect this memory of my mother and me in paint. She read to me a lot and
she has always been supportive of me creatively. I developed a love of reading and stories from
my mom. I want to cherish and exalt these moments of tenderness that do not last forever, except
in memory or in frozen time as an image. I excavate this moment alluding to the methods of
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escapism I use and have such nostalgia for, including video games, drawing, and books. I escape
back into this memory through the process of painting. Placing myself back in a simpler time, a
moment of quiet before I would bear the harsh realities of life.
Escapism
Throughout childhood and still, I participate in escapism either in the form of books,
cartoons, games, or drawing. I use the act of drawing or these forms of media to escape from
reality or simple boredom. The pathos of the video games, books, and art resonates with me and
reminds me of what it means to be human, to struggle, to love, and to grieve. To overcome
adversity when odds feel against you and the tenderness of childhood. I recount that feeling, in
my memory and through my emotions as I express them in visual metaphors.

Figure 8: Bald Head Island, Oil on wood, 10” x 8”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

Reflecting on the grief of my father floods me with memories and places I shared with
him in my life. Sometimes it's familial bonding over new technology like in Father And Child, or
sometimes it's about the memory of a family vacation. Specifically, one year we went to an
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island off the coast of North Carolina called Bald Head Island. I always held on to this vision in
my head since I was a kid, a giant submerged bald person. I thought it was such a strange place
for a vacation. That childlike way of taking it so literally created such a vivid and poetic image in
my head. I escape to that more imaginative way of thinking in my painting and drawing of Bald
Head Island.
Returning to the playful state of creation reminds me of the artist Paul Klee, an influence
of mine and known for a “child-like” style. This is no insult, these child-like images are intense
and powerful visions. For example, Castle and Sun6 is composed of stacked blocks of color as if
the image was based on children’s building blocks yet made with such precision and structural
consideration. Robert Hughes states in his book, The Shock of the New “Klee valued the
“primitive,” especially the art of children. He envied their polymorphous freedom to create signs
and respected their innocence and directness.”7 As do I, due to increasing age and
responsibilities, I am finding less time to daydream. I recall these mental images as rich artistic
visions to recapture that childlike state of mind and escape from reality through making.

6
7

Klee, Castle and Sun. https://www.wikiart.org/en/paul-klee/castle-and-sun-1928
Hughes, Shock of the New, 304.
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Figure 9: Bald Head Island (Drawing), Watercolor and ink on paper, 22” x 15”, 2019, Image courtesy of the artist.

I drew this vision of the submerged head of Bald Head Island (figure 9) to quickly
capture this mental image, then developed my drawing into a painting. Caricaturing my family
with Mom, Dad, Nick, and me floating as the sun sets on the large, submerged head next to the
lighthouse allows me to recapture this moment. During this time, there was so much discovery. I
remember my love for games forming while exploring Zelda at night on the Gameboy after a
long day of exploring the coast with my brother and swinging around tree branches like swords.
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Video games

Figure 10: Lens Of Nostalgia, ink, acrylic, and collage on paper, 22” x 34”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

On the Bald Head Island trip, I found a formative love for video games. At the time I had
brought with me my consumer electronic handheld video game console, the Gameboy. I created
a lens of my childhood seen through an interface I spent a lot of time with as a kid, my
Gameboy. In Lens Of Nostalgia, I recreated the game as my childhood cul-de-sac in adopting an
overhead view as I remember it. If you're unfamiliar with video games, in this specific console,
you use directional buttons to move the player, and the two buttons to either use items or perform
an action in the game world. That game I was returning to each night on Bald Head Island was
called The Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Seasons. The Legend of Zelda series falls into the genre of
“action-adventure”, and it starts with a young adventurer clad in green named Link, approaching
a group of traveling dancers and performers.8
As the player of the game, I controlled the character named Link and I had the ability to

8

Capcom, Oracle of Seasons. https://oyster.ignimgs.com/mediawiki/apis.ign.com/the-legend-of-zelda-oracle-ofseasons/8/8f/Din_Dance.png?width=640
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move him through an over-the-top perspective along a loose grid system. Interfacing with the
directional pad and two buttons allowed me to move the character, combat enemies, and solve
puzzles throughout the game’s world. Each entry in this series of adventures has a game
mechanic unique solely to the story or theme of the adventure. The Zelda game’s story was
conveyed through the fall, spring, summer, and winter seasons. The game introduced this to me
in the story after discovering the temple of seasons, through an item I obtained called the Rod of
Seasons. This rod allowed me to, after hopping atop tree stumps around the game world, cycle
through each season. Depending on the season it would alter the game world, opening different
routes and revealing secret items.9
A portable world to explore and save from evil, an adventure that intertwines with this
memory of the physical exploration of an island off the coast of North Carolina. At night, I could
escape into this colorful world and control a character with just my fingertips. I believe the pixel
art10 in games of this period have the same mental approach as painting. The video game graphic
artist deliberately places the pixel of that specific green the same as the painter applies pigment
with the brush.
Painting in its essence is the placement of color bits that form a piece of meaningful
information. I believe this parallels the 8-bit pixel11 art style approach. For example, with the
Sprite of Link12, the graphic artist used what they can with the amount of memory available on
the device13 and within the small scale of the Gameboy screen. This arrangement of blocks can
9

Capcom, Oracle of Seasons. https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/02/Oracle-of-seasons-comparison.png
Wikipedia Contributors. 2019. Pixel Art. “Pixel Art is a form of digital art, drawn with software, whereby images
are built with the exclusive and intentional placement of pixels.”
11
Techopedia, What Is a Pixel? “A pixel is the smallest unit of a digital image or graphic that can be displayed and
represented on a digital display device.”
12
Capcom, Oracle of Seasons. https://www.pngfind.com/pngs/m/503-5032595_links-awakening-oracle-of-seasonsages-links-awakening.png
13
Paez, Video Game Style.
10
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be read as a crude depiction of that familiar hero in green. This optical phenomenon occurs in
painting as well. I can expressively use brush strokes to create forms that will be read from
distance as figures or objects but up-close turns back into paint, into material on a surface
creating an illusion.
The Zelda game’s world you explore is formed through a tile-set of floors, trees, and
terrains14 which vary in color and design depending on where you walk the character. Like how
you move your eye through an image. The grid, the pixel, and the tile-set become an important
part of how I structure the picture plane. References to the grid create a bridge to the history of
art and the use of the grid as a method of organizing information in a box or rectangle.15
For example, in May Picture16, Paul Klee used color squares stacked upon each other as
if they were Legos or a scrambled mosaic. This aesthetic effect to my contemporary eyes
reminds me of those gridded systems of the Zelda Overworld. That this abstraction is like poetry,
vague and open to be interpreted, and despite its seeming simplicity is much more complicated.
It could be from nature, mimicking nature just as the overworld map simulates terrains and
environments.
I took this grid into my painting Crystal City to frame my improvisational drawing of a
desert world with a large crystal landmark. The modulating colors mimic the static of a
television. I use this geometric pattern to contrast the organic shape of my Crystal City. Utilizing
the overhead flattened perspective like in Zelda, I introduce it into these works as exercises in
creating a constructed world like those I enjoy exploring in video games.

14

Capcom, Oracle of Seasons. https://c4.wallpaperflare.com/wallpaper/887/456/857/zelda-the-legend-of-zeldaoracle-of-seasons-wallpaper-preview.jpg
15
Francis and Nicholls, The Grid – Method and Mischief
16
Klee, May Picture. https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/483161
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Figure 11: City Of Crystals, Oil on paper, 30” x 22”, 2022, Image courtesy of the artist.

My earliest drawings were because of video games and the visuals I was responding to
then. Moving forward into the digital age and continued growth of the consumption of video
games and other forms of digital content, people will start knowing less about Greek tragedy and
more about video game lore. The lexicon starts to change, yet the story of the hero lives on now
in the form of plastic consumer electronic cartridges and digital downloads. I want to
destigmatize games as being "unintellectual" and encourage them to be seen for what some of
them are, great works of art. I grew up mystified by these myths of far-off lands, legendary
creatures, and the virtue of courage.
Poetry
I write poetry like how I approach drawing. I write my poems using improvisation like
with my preliminary drawing step, automatic drawing. I find the literary and visual modes of
thinking function in similar ways. I often take into my mind a line from a poem or song and the
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words form a suggestion which I interpret into a visualization. I have found power in a good
poem, and the precision of language can say so much with extraordinarily little.
Poetry is important in my studio art practice as an exercise and reflection on symbols and
representations I embed in my work. Poetry allows me to engage mentally with creation in
another way. Writing the poem helps me decipher my imagery and gives me a space to interpret
what I've made and adds insight into personal symbology, making me better aware of repetitive
imagery. I see this process as a meditation toward clarifying what it is I am trying to convey.

Figure 12: Two Poets, ink and watercolor on paper, 6” x 9”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

For example, in Two Poets, I began to embed the poems into my work directly. It
19

describes two poets, one catlike figure crooning their heartfelt poetry passionately. I use
pictographs17 of text to incorporate literary information and to disrupt the composition. I used a
grid drawn in ink to organize spaces for letterforms and watercolor to separate and highlight the
forms of the letters. Two Poets is an experiment in how I can incorporate text and my other
passions like poetry into my images harmoniously and a stepping stone for me and my use of
color.
In Two Poets, I reference Paul Klee’s use of the grid to house his poem in Once Emerged
From The Gray Of Night.18 The structure he formed for his poem visually references the
structure of poetry, where in some lines he used an indentation or a break.
I continue to involve poetry in my art practice as another way of mentally engaging and
interpreting my imagery. I use poetry to gain insight into the concept and themes I am exploring
in that specific image.

Figure 13: City Of Sleep, Oil paint on paper, 30” x 22”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

17

Dictionary.com, Definition of Pictograph. “a record consisting of pictorial symbols, as a prehistoric cave drawing
or a graph or chart with symbolic figures representing a certain number of people, cars, factories, etc.”
18
Klee, Once Emerged From The Gray Of Night. https://motherbird.com/paul-klee-poems-poem-to-klee/
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Here is an example of me responding to City Of Sleep by writing a poem as a meditation
on what I am attempting to convey:
Minds like sheep flock
To the central screen
Surrendering their minds
To remember subsidized
Time, bound to the
Shackles of portable
Sparkling objects akin
To chrome invading
The hands of coddled
Infantile feelings of me
Me me, don't you see
In this selfish sea, one's
Truth holding high
Authority, consciously
Congruently spent
Hell bent to remain
Cognitively dissonant
In this poem, I reflect on the masses and the dependency on technology. That mass access
to a sea of information is making people confused as if not awoken to realities others face due to
prejudices, bias, and ignorance. The “masses” as I interpret them are selfish and only concerned
with themselves, everyone is in their little world, leaving societies in a state of separateness.
The structure and placement of words in a poem can provide potent and varied
interpretations through ambiguity and suggestion. I borrow poetry’s structure, ambiguity, and
literary devices for example personification, as I previously did with death and time. In poetry,
the structure and placement of words can make or break a poem. There can be emphasis on a
break or rest, like how in a picture negative space can be as important as positive space.
I grew up with Shel Silverstein’s poetry and drawing books, which in my youth also
inspired me to write poems and make wiry line drawings. His drawings and poems were
humorous but elegant and expanded my imagination. They often told silly absurd stories with
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equally eccentric drawings to complement the writing like in Hinges19. Merging of two ways of
thinking, the poetic and the visual.
I take inspiration from the visual potency available through the interpretation of poems. I
am interested in a literary process called “stream of consciousness” writing. Stream of
consciousness writing can be defined as “mimicking the non-linear way our brains work, stream
of consciousness narration includes a lot of free association, looping repetitions, sensory
observations, and strange punctuation and syntax.”20 For example, I start writing my poems to
attempt to convey my mental state I am in and document my uncensored thoughts organically as
they occur. I avoid linearity embracing the divergence of thought as it happens. This paralleled
an approach I’d been adopting in my studio practice attempting to access my subconscious
through the act of drawing.

19
20

Silverstein, Hinges. https://biblioklept.org/2015/02/16/hinges-shel-silverstein/
Delf, Stream of Consciousness?
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PROCESS(ES)

Drawing
My process is rooted in the act of drawing as a method of gathering imagery, working out
compositions, and as a primary medium. I am a multidisciplinary artist using an array of
mediums as an extension of drawing. I keep myself in practice by drawing playfully and loosely
in the sketchbook daily. I use the sketchbook for working out forms or anatomy, the invention of
characters from imagination, or recording a composition quickly for future use in ceramics,
printmaking, and painting.
I gather a similar size and format of paper initially to be able to engage in multiple
images at once. I draw loosely and quickly as I work through my concepts and themes. I use a
preliminary step in drawing that parallels the stream of consciousness writing I previously
mentioned. This step is called automatic drawing, it has been used historically by artists as a way
of accessing the subconscious and expressing it visually.
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Figure 14: Drawings all the same size, the grid reappears in this install decision, Image courtesy of the artist.

I see drawing as an extension of my consciousness. As a preliminary step, I start with a
doodling process. A more academic term for that would be, automatic drawing, which shares
similarities with the previously mentioned “stream of consciousness”21 writing. Where through a
mental shift drawing automatically allows me to express the subconscious through my hand.
Embracing the divergent nature of thought, as it occurs through this physical process of drawing.
It unhinges me when I get hesitant giving me a way to work through imagery without over
conceptualizing. The philosophy is that if it comes straight out of me it is as authentic as
possible. These pure and unedited thoughts are the best visual representation of my mind.
Automatic drawing is an old surrealist22 technique that involves the artist directly and
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Delf, Stream of Consciousness?
MoMA Learning, Surrealism. “Surrealism was an artistic, intellectual, and literary movement led by poet André
Breton from 1924 through World War II. The Surrealists sought to overthrow the oppressive rules of modern society
by demolishing its backbone of rational thought. To do so, they attempted to tap into the “superior reality” of the
subconscious mind.”
22
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randomly moving the pen or drawing tool with no preconceived image or plan. For example, in
Andre Masson’s Automatic Drawing23 Masson began unprompted with no concrete idea as his
hand wandered freely around the page as body parts and strange elongated shapes began to form
organically. There is some touching up in some automatic drawings as the artist can begin to also
consciously respond to their subconscious image. Masson did this in punctuating areas by
emphasizing forms such as a torso and hands.24 Same as I can edit writings collected from the
“stream of consciousness” writing and refine them by working back into them consciously.
I take inspiration from my classes with the head of drawing at UCF, Robert Rivers25 who
implements similar approaches to drawing in terms of format, discipline, and the use of
imagination and automatic drawing. Graham Collier, who taught Rivers, discussed trends among
the modern artists in their desire to access the unconscious as a form of pure art making in his
book Art and the Creative Unconscious:
“Perhaps by now the reader recognizes that this discussion is, in part, an
extension of our theories concerning the “reservoir of unconscious resources”
which was the subject of Chapter 4. A clue was provided in our quotation from
Paul Klee when he refers to “those elements of the creative process, which
during the growth of a work of art, take place in the subconscious.” Possibly
inspiration is, in some way, linked to unconscious resources. Once again it is
necessary to draw attention to the distinct difference between the rationaldeductive aspects of consciousness and those interiorized impressions which can
come unbidden to arouse thought and feeling. When Mondrian talks about
intuition becoming more conscious, instinct more purified, and the two linking
up with pure thought, he is describing a mode of awareness which is pure
because it is free from empirical elements. Inspiration engages the artist with a
type of knowledge which invariably seems to lurk beyond the range of normal
consciousness. In all the examples cited, we have seen that the rational, causeand-effect seeking consciousness must lose its grip on the individual if they are
to harken to what Delacroix said, “The little world man bears with him…”26
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Masson, Automatic Drawing. https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/andre-masson-automatic-drawing/
MoMa, Automatic Drawing.
25
Noles, “SEEKING THE PROMISED LAND”
26
Collier and Huyghe, Creative Unconsciousness, 73.
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Through automatic drawing I am tapping into that inner world I bear in myself. I harness
dual modes of my consciousness and access my internal reservoir while inhibiting a trance-like
state. The free movement of automatic drawing can be liberating and refreshing. I resonate with
Paul Klee’s drawings and his masterful use of line.
Paul Klee is of great influence, not only in the formal nature of his work but his
philosophies and ability to articulate his thoughts on the process of making art. I consider Klee as
an artistic ancestor. He believed the artist to be a sacred channel.27 He was known for his
implementation of subconscious approaches.28 I see in his work a state of mind that reflects the
desire to reach deeper into the psyche, I share that desire. I harness these primal, raw aspects of
the mind and how they intercept the time I live in with historical art references, and media
consumed in my youth. This is the soil where my inspiration is planted.
Investigating this influence, I found Paul Klee took a constructive mental approach to
building his images. He considered the growth of any natural object like the growth of a work of
art. For example, in Drawing Knotted in the Manner of a Net29, he playfully built different
structural knots and tangles with how the line moves around the page. The horizontal forms run
perpendicular to vertical lines and shapes form as if they were vines growing over a fence. In his
book Paul Klee on Modern Art, he shared a simile about the transmission of expression as if the
artist were a tree:
“May I use a simile, the simile of the tree? The artist has studied this world of
variety and has, we may suppose, unobtrusively found their way in it. Their sense
of direction has brought order into the passing stream of image and experience.
This sense of direction in nature and life, this branching and spreading array, I
shall compare with the root of the tree.
27

Read and Klee, Paul Klee on Modern Art, 13, 15.
Collier and Huyghe, Creative Unconsciousness, 73.
29
Klee, Drawing Knotted in the Manner of a Net. https://library.artstor.org/#/asset/SS7731421_7731421_11149314
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From the root the sap flows to the artist, flows through them, flows to their eye.
Thus, they stand as the trunk of the tree. Battered and stirred by the strength of the
flow, they mold their vision into their work. As, in full view of the world, the
crown of the tree unfolds and spreads in time and in space, so with their work.
Nobody would affirm that the tree grows in the image of its root. Between above
and below can be no mirrored reflection. It is obvious that different functions
expanding in different elements must provide vital divergences. But it is just the
artist who at times is denied those departures from nature which their art
demands. They have even been charged with incompetence or deliberate
distortion. And yet, standing at their appointed place, the trunk of the tree, he does
nothing other than gather and pass on what comes to them from the depths. They
neither serve nor rule– they transmit.
Their position is humble and the beauty at the crown is not their own. They are
merely a channel.”30
This transformation of the influence into the divergences is the essence of how I take my
mass of influences and transfigure it into my visual language. Each time I enter a drawing I have
grown as a person and my mind has shifted. Therefore, I embrace these divergences and
branching out of ideas organically, as I transmit my expressions through my drawing materials.
The subconscious approach to making art is liberating and provides me with a place to
always return to if I’m hesitant about a current piece. It’s almost as if breathing, allowing each
moment in the drawing to appear as if unfolding like the events of a dream. Grasping a general
vision in my mind’s eye as my launching point for the drawing, I use it as a direct method of
thinking. My thought process manifests as a physical record in the form of a drawing. I am
fascinated by the mixture of marks and range of imagery that occurs by blending these conscious
and subconscious ways to access the mind as an artist. For example, in Hall Of Pictures, I began
the drawing through gestural automatic drawing, loose marks, and splatters of ink. I revisited it
later and responded to these marks. I used free association to interpret the forms in an

30

Read and Klee, Paul Klee on Modern Art, 13, 15.
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environment. I went in with white paint and ink consciously editing and designing, reining it in,
and beginning to form this space decorated floor to ceiling with pictures.

Figure 15: Hall Of Pictures, Ink, charcoal, and graphite on paper, 22” x 30”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

I prepare sheets of paper of the same size format to always have pieces of paper available
for when the time for drawing strikes. I use micron pens, pencils, and other types of pens or
markers for immediate marks. I scribble and begin to hone into a drawing trance where I let my
hand move and spill my ideas onto the pages, beginning at my entry into the drawing which I
call a keyhole. This keyhole could manifest as an eye, or the profile of a face and I begin to let
my drawing form from this beginning point. I use a blend of automatic drawing and responsively
draw back into the subconsciously conjured form. For example, in Dionysian Mysteries, I used
automatic drawing to plot out the shapes building the background, then responsively drew a face
from what the shape suggested.
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Figure 16: Dionysian Mysteries, ink on handmade paper, 11” x 8.5”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

In the drawing Smooth And Wet, I started the drawing by filling out a grid lightly with
dots as a way of activating the picture plane and calibrating my hand, then began doodling. I
looked at the pre-allocated space and responded to how I could fill the space. I visually
communicated what I saw in this underlying system and built the image using improvisation. I
filled the page with characters, words, and objects as I conjured them from my mind. References
to cartoons, video games, and art history collided in this drawing. All the visual vocabulary
retained in my mind becomes fair game for use in the construction of an image.
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Figure 17: Smooth And Wet, Ink on paper, 14” x 11”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

I work in a stack of drawings of equal formatting that allows me to approach drawings as
a serialization. This approach allows me to take one idea or theme and use the act of drawing as a
physical method of thinking and developing my ideas. I believe by the 10th drawing I should
begin to form developed ideas in my investigation.
My drawings range from line drawings to responsive redrawing into watercolors done
with a similar automatic approach. I remain open to all kinds of tools from dried-out markers to
found pens and pencils and embrace the range of marks supplied by office stationery to fine art
technical pens.
Continuing to think on my blue spirits and video game nostalgia the ideas converged here
as I depict in Dancing Ghost a “boss fight”31 typical to the previously mentioned Legend of
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Grayson, Hardest Video Games Enemies.
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Zelda series. This event is common in most games, after going through an environment full of
challenges, there is always an ultimate challenge, the boss of the level. I use scale to emphasize
the boss’ strength so that the large scale symbolizes the daunting nature of overcoming this large
monster. This idea of the hero killing the dragon, or a great evil monster isn't foreign to our
mythologies. Link from Zelda, the hero clad in green garb becomes a stand for the idea of the
courageous hero who must overcome this foe, just as in life I must overcome things that may
seem overwhelming and daunting.

Figure 18: Dancing Ghost, Acrylic, marker, and ink on paper, 22” x 15”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

In Dancing Ghost, I used automatic drawing as my preliminary step as this video game
memory began to emerge from the loose scribbling and later conscious interpretation. I used
markers, watercolor, and acrylic to build up the surface of the paper and explored my color. I
organize the paper in this same size format in prepared stacks for my books.
I am collecting imagery as well as forming a narrative. These are visual diaries I keep
and revisit frequently. It’s become part of my practice and I’ve embraced book arts to sequence
and disrupt my imagery creating compositions through pagination, curation, and reflecting on the
imagery I’ve gathered consciously and subconsciously.
31

Bookbinding
I have always had a fondness for books, especially well-crafted books, even my
sketchbooks. I always prefer a nicely made book with good heft. The physicality of a heavy book
and the hands-on nature of crafting the book gives me some sense of control and the ability to
introduce order to my chaotic drawings.

Figure 19: Close up of Book II as viewers finger through the pages, Photo by Bella Miranda.
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As an artist, I insist upon the presence of the hand, so I insist on binding my books this
way. Once I gathered enough drawings for a Book I, I started to fold the pages and arranged them
through a process called pagination32. Pagination is designing how the pages work together in a
sequence. I have become aware of how I place images next to each other and save strong images
for the spreads in each stack of pages. This reflective process gives me a space to analyze my
artwork to see trends with my images that I didn't know were communicating before. I became
aware of repeating symbols, imagery, and themes creating my lexicon of visual language.

Figure 20: Stack of drawings being folded for Book I, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

Once all the pages were folded and the pagination was set, I used a tool called an awl,
which is a needle I used to poke holes through the fold line in the pages for sewing thread. I used
a paper guide marked where I wanted the holes, to ensure consistency of hole placement. Then
on the outer part of the pages where the book spine will be, I left three one-inch spaces where
three strips of fabric would intertwine with the sewing for later attachment to the cover. I started

32

Bookblock. Book Pagination.
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the sewing with an arms width of thread then after securing the thread to the needle, I tied a large
knot, so the thread had an anchor point after it entered the initial sewing hole. I went slow and
steady and kept the thread as taut as possible throughout the sewing process. Making a large
book like this, I often ran out of my arm’s length of thread. So very frequently I would have to
refresh my thread length by adding a new thread with a weaver’s knot, which is a slip knot that
strongly secures one length of thread to another. Once my book was all sewn up, I set it under
weights, or in a book press to compress it with the spine facing out. While the spine was facing
out, I applied bookbinding glue to set the spine in that compressed position.
While this part of the book was drying under pressure, I measured out what I needed for a
front cover, back cover, and spine. I took these measurements over to my piece of book board
and when making a cover of this binding type, I added one board thickness to the width and two
board thicknesses to the height. For both of my books in the exhibition, I designed a patterned
cover, and I used the screen-printing process to print my image which I had drawn on mylar onto
the book fabric before I glued it to the book board. After the screen-printed fabric dried, I then
glued all my book board cover pieces squared together. I spaced them out three board
thicknesses in between to compensate for the hard cover’s hinges. Once the cover was dry, I
removed the bound part of the book from the book press and glued two pieces of fabric on both
sides to all three of the fabric tapes going through the spine.
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Figure 21: Book I, Handbound book of drawings, 15” x 11” x 2.5”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

I used the wide area of the fabric with glue applied, which was now facing towards the
cover. I lined the book up with the edge of the inside of the piece of book board making sure my
book was placed where I wanted it and closed the hardcover onto the glue-covered area. I then
flipped the book and repeated the previous step and now the book adhered to the cover and the
fabric tapes provided structural integrity. Once those two joints dried, I glued my cover pages to
the inside of the hardcover.
I placed the book on two pieces of appropriately sized wood boards that have metal strips
along the edge that pushed into the book at the spine hinge. The book is then placed under
pressure for an overnight period allowing the cover of the book’s spine to set in. After some time
under pressure, this final step added indentations to the cover’s spine hinges. The book was now
complete.
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I grew up in an age of machine printing with a massive number of books. Ranging from
illustrated children's books, massive family bibles, the Scholastic book fair, graphic novels,
hardcover young adult fiction novels, and image references books of the entire animal kingdom.
My consumption of books adds to my mental image load and is a format for me to present my art
back to the world. Two covers and everything in between for the viewer to explore through. It
allows me to create a record of my ideas and imagery, nicely bound for my ready access in the
future.

Figure 22: Viewers look through Book I on exhibit at the UCF Gallery, 2022, Photo by Bella Miranda.

I placed the books opposite to encourage people to look together. I hoped to form
camaraderie between viewers as people enjoy looking through the books together. The rawness
of the deckled edge of the paper and the heft of the book made me start to consider exploring this
idea of an art object in ceramics.
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Ceramics
Reflecting on the objecthood of my book, I took my drawing skills into ceramic handbuilding and learned about slab throwing. Slab throwing is where you take a disc of clay and
throw it at an angle onto a flat surface to stretch it out, the clay can also be rolled flat. I learned
the hand-building process in order to make platters with a foot to draw on them. I started the
process by taking the sheet of clay I stretched out and cut it to the desired shape. After that, I
placed it face down on a slump-shaped mold so it could take a bowl-like shape.

Figure 23: Slab clay in the wet plastic state put on a slump mold to take shape, Image courtesy of the artist.
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While it began to dry face down on the slump mold33, I cut out an appropriately sized
piece of the same slab clay for the platter’s foot and used a scoring tool to break the surface of
the clay on both pieces for better attachment. I painted both scored areas with slip, which is clay
made into a slurry using water, this connected the two pieces. After the foot was added, I cleaned
it up with a round-shaped tool like the end of a brush at the seam where the pieces were joined.
This sealed the clay and prevented cracking in the kiln.

Figure 24: Leather hard platters with white slip applied to them, Image courtesy of the artist.

Once the platter is dried, it enters a state called “Leather hard”. In this state, the clay is
firm but still malleable. I flipped the platter, so it was now facing up and gravity helped even the
foot out. While the platter was face-up, I added a coat of white slip onto my clay body. I was
attracted to the red clay because I have always admired the red-figure vases of the Greeks and
Etruscans and how they used the functional form as a vessel for storytelling.
For example, in the Greek Hydria34, this ancient artisan used abstract shapes and patterns
to create contrast on the form. The wings of bird-women become also readable as eyes. I’m
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Wiggins, Slump Mold. “A typically shallow frame or mold into which a slab of clay is allowed to fall or settle in
order to form a vessel.”
34
Trustees of the British Museum, Greek Hydria.
https://www.worldhistory.org/img/r/p/500x600/1151.jpg.webp?v=1632228302
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taking away from how this Greek ceramicist used an archaic pictorial arrangement and broad
areas of the red clay body as negative space. It becomes its own color, like how in print I can use
the color of paper instead of adding another color. I adopt this approach in my paintings as well,
where my preliminary step begins with me adding a wash of one solid color.
When the slip was dry, I began to draw into my platters and due to the sensitive nature of
clay as a material, it's receptive to the softest touch. It allowed me to explore my range of
intensity in mark-making, making me more open-minded about what tools I used to construct my
imagery onto the forms I built. This ranged from a new arsenal of clay tools, items I found on the
ground, and even some rejected letterpress type from printmaking. I attempted to make
functional objects that transcended their utilitarian use through meaningful imagery.

Figure 25: Example of sgraffito, specifically that removing the top color (white slip) reveals the bottom color (red
clay body). Image courtesy of the artist.

I began my line drawing onto the clay body. I used the technique of sgraffito35 and my
tool of choice was a sharpened wooden stick. I broke through the white slip to reveal the red clay

35

D’Souza, Learn All about Sgraffito and How to Use It.
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underneath. Having the ability to not only additively work onto this surface, but also thinking
about reduction, what could I take away. This process is like the approach of reduction cut in
printmaking like woodcut or linocut, which I have prior experience with.
Continuing to bring myself to this awareness that even if the material is different,
techniques and mental approaches can all transfer between the mediums. The reductive and
gestural mark-making I was taking in from these varying forms of craft became part of my
arsenal. New tools for me to create images to document my thoughts and experiences.

Figure 26: Tradition, Ceramic Platter, 21” x 21” x 2”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

I loosened up a lot in this process and embraced more gestural marks and took advantage
of the wide marks and indentation. I considered thinking about not only adding a line but how
you can get marks from reduction, adding a new way to think about an image. In the platter
Tradition, I rendered this crude depiction of myself faced with caricatures of my parents. I
adopted the side view common in ancient art and the Greek red figure vases and plates I am
referencing.
The sword I am depicted holding is symbolic of tradition. It is double-edged; I think it
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can be respected while at the same time it must be challenged. I use this process and image to
reflect on myself and my family and what is passed down to me from my parents, ideals, and
values. As a generational shift, I am an adult now and from those things handed down to me, I
retain some and challenge others. Paralleling my red clay plates that reference the history of
ceramics while I interject my contemporary cartooning and influences.

Figure 27: Overworld, Ceramic Platter, 21” x 21” x 2”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

Around the same time I started to work on the ceramic platters, I was conceptually
engaging with my video game nostalgia. I brought that imagery into ceramics with me and began
to use this process as another way for me to physically work through my ideas. I ended up taking
these influences of Mediterranean ancient ceramics and fusing them with Zelda-inspired
landscapes.
Making myself a small army of plates, cups and heads helped me grapple with the ideas I
was having about images and objects through practice. I stayed true to my imagery and brought
in with me my drawing skills, willingness to learn the techniques, research the history of the craft
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and engage with the idea of imagery on the surface of a sculptural form.

Figure 28: Experimental platter, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

I felt my images worked on simple platters. I will move forward and challenge myself to
better marry my imagery and my forms which I believe will elevate my ceramics. Like
everything else, practice makes perfect. Cutting away that slip reminded me of breaking the
ground on a copper plate and the surprise of the kiln paralleled the bite of the acid bath.

Figure 29: Installation of my ceramic platters; Adversity, Overworld, and Tradition, Photo by Bella Miranda.
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Printmaking
Etching out of all the processes available in printmaking has become my primary use of
printmaking because there is precision in the line that you can’t get with the finest pen. At the
same time, there is a rawness because of the physicality of the plate of copper and the foul bite of
the acid. The intimacy possible through the precise line gives me a space to challenge how small
I can render objects or characters and get as much as possible out of a small surface.
Etching's similarities to all my other choices, is that it has a physicality unique only to
this specific process. My drawing skills and techniques translate well in this medium because of
my experience in ink drawing with a technical pen, but where it differs from drawing is that the
process has steps out of my control.

Figure 30: Love Grows copper plate before etching and first proof, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.
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I start a series of etchings by getting several plates of .18-gauge copper cut to a consistent
size. For example, I completed a suite of nine etchings at 8” x 6”. Using similar formats is a habit
transferred from my drawing practice and applies to my other processes. Working on multiples
and having extra surfaces ready and receptive for an image helps build a body of work to breathe
together as a serialization. Smaller copper plates have a good traveling capability, so I can work
on them anywhere with ease. Whenever the feeling ignites, or I know what to add to etchings in
progress, they’re ready to go and they are also easily stored in a sketchbook.

Figure 31: Suite of nine 6” x 8” etchings in progress, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

Before I coated the copper plates, I prepped the plates by cleaning them with a metal
polish, to ensure that the ground adhered well to the plate. Then I used a liquid ground which is a
mixture of beeswax, asphalt, and pine resin dissolved in a solvent like turpentine. The ground
coats the plate and acts as a resist when submerged in acid, this is referred to as “etching”. I
coated the copper plates and used a soft sponge brush to apply an even coating then left them to
dry. Once they are dry, they are ready to work on. I began executing my ideas directly by
breaking the ground with my etching needle echoing the sgraffito from ceramics.
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Figure 32: Putting the copper plate into a bath of ferric chloride.

After I developed my image to a resolved point I prepared a bath of ferric chloride, which
is a form of acid used to etch copper plates. I used a piece of tape to avoid directly touching the
acid and to shake the plate from time to time to allow the acid to have a good flow into the drawn
lines. Once the plates were done etching, which for a good clean line is usually about one hour, I
removed the copper plates from the bath and cleaned off the acid in the sink with water. I then
took the plates and removed the ground using mineral spirits and degreased them for printing
with rubbing alcohol.
After the etch, the plate was ready to proof, which is to see how it will print. I soaked
several sheets of paper in a large sink. Moisture opens the cotton fibers of the paper making it
more receptive to the ink. While the paper was soaking, I used that time to make sure the etching
press was at the appropriate pressure for the gauge of copper I was printing. I ran the plate
through the barrel of the press and used two tabs of paper on each corner to make sure the
embossment on the paper was even.
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When the press was set, I took some of my oil-based etching ink and used a palette knife
to remove the amount I needed for the printing session. I took a flat object like an old gift card or
a piece of an old screen-printing squeegee, scooped up more ink than I needed, and used the
flatness of the spreader to push the ink into the lines and covered the surface of the plate. When I
had a good amount of coverage, I then took a piece of fabric called tarlatan and removed the ink
off the surface. I used the webbing of this fabric to pick up the excess ink through twisting
motions and then into a circuit of soft buffing picking up ink from the surface. Once most of the
ink is off the surface of the copper plate, I used phone book paper to buff the surface clean of any
ink softly, leaving ink in the etched lines. The ink sits in the lines or divots and the print reflects
any imperfections on the surface. My plate was now ready to proof so I placed the plate on the
press bed and washed my hands of any ink. With my cleaned hands I grabbed one of the pieces
of paper that had been soaking in the paper sink and wrung the water out of it with blotter sheets.
I placed the piece of paper carefully lining it up with my guide on the press bed and placed the
press blanket over the back of my paper and ran the copper plate through the barrel of the press.
In a moment I can only describe as magic, I picked the piece of paper off the plate and my image
was revealed to me.
Working with the etching needle on copper directly made me take great care in the speed
of my line and the quality of my marks. It slowed me down and made me consider my design
decisions and become aware that since it will print, everything is in reverse. It has some unity
unlike in my drawings where every part of the image is printed at once. The drawing I must
construct one step at a time directly, where in etching I go through a step-based process and draw
my image into the ground, then etch it in the acid, and from that, I can print this image as many
times as possible. The embossment and print of the plate leave a physical record of my plate on
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the piece of paper.
I’m inspired by contemporary artists and artists from previous eras who also engaged
with printmaking. Artists like Paul Klee, James Ensor, and Jim Nutt all utilized etching to
express their ideas in print. The early etchings of Klee for example, Comedian (Invention 4)36
shows the intensity of line and mark capable especially at such a small intimate size. He depicts
an actor whose outer mask with the sly grimace, embodies the way that people often use humor
as a way of masking pain and transfiguring pain. Transforming feelings into an outward
expression like the artist and their brushes and colored pigments. As Klee is quoted saying “The
mask represents art, and behind it hides the artist.”37
I am using the same materials as great masters like Rembrandt, Goya, and Klee to
provide visual records of the time I am experiencing. Engaging in the tradition of printmaking to
create images of my experiences with the same tools as my influences. I use this process to
construct my various masks, my outward expression of my innermost feelings, my desire to be
mysterious, and leave my mark in the world circulating long after I’m dead as prints.
I also study the work of Jim Nutt, a Chicago based artist and a member of The Hairy
Who. The Hairy Who was a group of six Chicago artists responding to the pop culture influx and
mass media imagery of the 1960s in America. For example, Jim Nutt’s choice to engage in
reverse glass painting was a direct response to his time spent playing pinball machines.38
Borrowing from the formal qualities and materials of objects like the pinball machines he was
experiencing in the popular culture of his time. Inspired by this, I pursue and see the validity in
my desire to take visual inspiration from these games from my youth. I am dealing with a whole

36

Klee, Comedian (Invention 4). https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/2123
Plant and Klee, Figures and Faces, 15.
38
Thea Liberty Nichols et al. Hairy Who, 224.
37
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new digital influx; I look at how artists of other times dealt with similar massive shifts in culture
and new forms of visual information. The interplay between this old traditional technique with
inspirations coming from new digital sources adds to the humor and charm in my opinion.
For example, in Yoo Hoo Little Boy39 Nutt activated the entire pictorial plane with little
squiggles that ungulate around his cartoon-inspired characters interacting in a flattened-out space
as if cave drawings of the Sunday funny pages. It doesn’t obey photography or perspective; the
characters are both caricatures and at the same time cryptic like hieroglyphics40.
Despite the change of generation, the material and process are still practiced. The
material also adds to the irony, art about a fast and loose age of scrolling and instant
gratification, done in a process that can be slow and meticulous. I attempt to capture digital
fragments by adopting game perspectives and using my modern experiences as points of
departure to develop an autobiographical record of life in the 21st century in print.
I embrace the tradition of caricature and satire that is common in print and adopt it into
my imagery to express my thoughts on politics through humor as a way to punch back. I am also
inspired by caricatures of the grim reaper from the history of print for my personifications of
death like James Ensor’s etching, Death Chasing the Flock of Mortals41. In this etching, I see the
possibility of detail available in how he renders the faces of the crowd. All the people making
their unique expressions are done in a precise wiry line. They swarm in panic as the reaper
descends from above. The omnipresent death looms above as the crowd cowers and swarms.
These artists resonate with me because of the process as well as the attitude toward the
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Nutt, Yoo Hoo Little Boy. https://www.artsy.net/artwork/jim-nutt-yoo-hoo-little-boy
Merriam-Webster, Definition of HIEROGLYPHIC. “Written in, constituting, or belonging to a system of writing
mainly in pictorial characters.”
41
Ensor, Death Chasing the Flock of Mortals. https://collections.lacma.org/node/206693
40
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society they inhabit. They used printmaking as a method to record how they saw the world. Art
for me is a form of reportage, I am a participant in my time as well as an observer. I sit on the
edge and watch from the studio. This reflects in my tendency for a macro view, and my urgency
toward creating a constructed world. Though I observe the times I live in, I am merely a channel
in which the outer experiences and current events are filtered through me.

Figure 33: Encounter With The Shadow, Etching on paper, 8” x 6”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist

In Encounter With The Shadow, I went into this etching with the goal of how to convey a
concept. This concept is from Carl Jung’s Man and His Symbols, which is described by Joseph
L. Henderson in the 2nd chapter of the book, Ancient Myths and Modern Man:
This is the concept of the “shadow,” which plays such a vital role in analytical
psychology. Dr. Jung has pointed out that the shadow cast by the conscious mind
of the individual contained the hidden, repressed, and unfavorable (or nefarious)
aspects of the personality. But this darkness is not just the simple converse of the
conscious ego. Just as the ego contains unfavorable and destructive attitudes, so
the shadow has good qualities—normal instincts and creative impulses. Ego and
shadow, indeed, although separate, are inextricably linked together in much the
same way that thought and feeling are related to each other.
The ego, nevertheless, is in conflict with the shadow, in what Dr. Jung once called
“the battle for deliverance.” In the struggle of primitive man to achieve
consciousness, this conflict is expressed by the contest between the archetypical
hero and the cosmic powers of evil, personified by dragons and other monsters. In
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developing consciousness of the individual the hero figure is the symbolic means
by which the emerging ego overcomes the inertia of the unconscious mind, and
liberates the mature individual from a regressive longing to return to the blissful
state of infancy in a world dominated by his mother.42
Inspired by this conceptual motivation and using the process of the needle cutting
through the ground revealing the copper, I attempted a visualization of this concept. To just see
from this jumping point what happens, what kind of image would come out of this exercise. The
physicality and movement of the line allowed me to think through what I had read and visually
created a record of my interpretation. I see a parallel to this concept in my practice, since my
work is autobiographical, I often must confront aspects of myself.
The size of my plates informed my scale decision in my other mediums like my smaller
oil-painted panels. The intimacy of small work can have the same level of impact I believe as
monumental work. With this scale decision, I hope to lure the viewer into this small rich picture
like a glimmering jewel. A record of active thinking in the form of visualizations and meditations
on my themes and conceptual motivators.
I revisited my grid theme in Character Select by colliding my historical references for
this medium with the media I consume. I began by compartmentalizing the rectangle with panels
with faces in them. By dividing the picture plane like the manga page, events happen in
sequence, but also all at once as they activate the page. The inking in graphic novels and
Japanese manga like JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure43 illustrated by Araki Hirohiko influenced my pen
and ink methods which all translated over to etching. Learning to find the power in black and
white has helped provide me with good frameworks to begin working in color.

42
43

Jung and Marie-Luise Von Franz, Symbols, 110, 111.
Hirohiko, JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure. https://imgur.com/w7And
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Figure 34: Character Select, Etching on paper, 8” x 6”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

Going through this process which has moments of pause or troubleshooting, etching
forced me to be open to and embrace changes. I learned how to embrace the unknowns of the
process such as foul bite44, when unexpected parts of the plate are etched creating surprise
imagery. While I'm in control, it's also out of my control, just like certain aspects of my life. I
have control over the order in my room, but not over the world I inhabit. With printmaking, I
sink the plate into the acid and hold my hands up and leave it to the chemical reaction of the
copper and acid.

44

The Portland Art Museum. n.d. “Foul Biting.”
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Figure 35: Stories To tell, Etching on paper, 36" x 24", 2021, Photo by Bella Miranda.

Making colored etchings also helped inform my palette in painting by using the printing
process to attempt different color combinations. I also arranged them on the bed of the press in
configurations of their own, printing multiple copper plates all at once in an arrangement like in
Stories To Tell. I found this began to communicate with what I was doing with my panels and
how I began to present them.

Painting
I had to say to myself, “I just don’t know my color or how to use it.” So I went back to
the basics, especially since I was new to oil paint. I started with color theory and worked in
complementary color schemes to help guide me and focus my compositions. One exercise that
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helped me find my voice was doing watercolors. In the watercolors, I kept it simple and just
painted in shapes with color, feeling out how colors interacted and how they harmonized with
others.
The immediacy and portability of the watercolor gave me a space to exercise my
applications of color theory to prepare me to work in oil paint. Studying the works of historical
painters like Paul Klee and James Ensor who I resonate with grants me more insight into the
materials I use and how I could be using them. This knowledge from art history paired with my
experiences in the other mediums helped me finally find my footing in creating images of
personal narrative in full color. I finally found my voice as an artist and feel ownership in the
images and aesthetic styles I am concocting.

Figure 36: Celestial City, Watercolor on paper, 8” x 8”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

The watercolors dry differently than oil, they dry faster. For example, in Celestial City, I
began the image by blocking colors in separate sectors on the page so the wet watercolor
wouldn't run unintentionally. The grid reappears as I responsively painted colored shapes
scattered. The modulating squares of color are reminiscent of the overhead Zelda world map and
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television static. This space begins to form as something emerges like a ghost amid the grid, a
mindscape of a city suspended in space.
I look to my influence of Paul Klee realizing this commonality in material. I find it
important from time to time to pull up a big book of an artist, for example Klee. Learning from
his pictures, observing how the materials are used and then analyzing the design decisions he
used to construct his picture. I gain insight into the material by attempting what I am seeing in
those pictures and take it for a spin in my way. I resonate with Paul Klee's works because he is
also attempting to return to that romantic state of childlike wonder and the heart of creation.
Perhaps to the fairy tales of his Swiss-German youth full of romantic poetry and trips to North
Africa or the ruins of Europe that captivated his mind as a young man. Just as my outdoor
excursions and the mythology of Zelda stay with me as remnants of nostalgia and as a part of my
unconscious reservoir of imagery.
For example, on the formal level, Klee divides the space with a fine line forming shapes
as separations for color in Black Columns In A Landscape.45 He then plots in watercolor in the
areas of each planar shape. He let the pigments bleed together or focused them in one area
making it more saturated while some shapes remain very flat creating a variety of forms and
shapes as one would see in nature. The curling shapes of the landscape almost fold towards the
viewer as if they were the pages of a child’s pop-up book.

45

Klee, Black Columns In A Landscape.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Black_Columns_in_a_Landscape_MET_DT1765.jpg
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Figure 37: Scholar, Watercolor on paper, 5” x 5”, 2020, Image courtesy of the artist.

I continued using watercolor and incorporated my line drawing like in Scholar. I began
using my automatic approach as a preliminary step but this time I changed the material to
watercolor. I started by randomly forming shapes of different colors with no shape in mind, I
made something I must later react to. For example, in Scholar, that is the intent behind my
leaving white space on the paper. The watercolor left a random shape for my mind to interpret
through free association during the act of drawing.
I began drawing into the negative space by interpreting twin locks of hair down into a
head forming this character. Once I arrived there, I thought, “who is this character? What are
they about?” I formulated a scholarly woman holding a book about to snap while in the act of
casting a spell. She is accompanied on the left by her small, strange pupil. Small exercises like
Scholar provide me with a good challenge to make a lot with little and learn to balance two of
my mediums and a space to experiment with my color and imagery in a pure playful way.
Watercolor was a stepping stone toward infusing my imagery with color and the
transition to oil paint. I felt oil began to suit me much better due to its ability for articulation at a
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small scale. This works out for me as someone who has drawn with technical pencils for most of
my life. I invested time in learning and practicing all the techniques such as underpainting,
glazing, and impasto.

Figure 38: Awakening City, Oil on paper, 30” x 22”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

I ease into oil painting by working on a surface I am familiar with, paper. In Awakening
City, I started by toning the paper vermillion46 and using improvisation drew in dark blue with a
round brush. I bounced around the picture plane with the brush, forming faces and a large more
centralized shape. Then, I drew into the shape a city with inhabitants of varying sizes and
different shapes of buildings. I began to form it as a city of progress and culture, its landmarks
being fountains, temples, and a spaceship. I adopted the overworld top-down perspective from
Zelda again, creating a map of this city for one to reference as if in a game or travel. I brought
Paul Klee’s paintings like May Picture47 and the video game pixel back as I used the thick

46
47

Merriam-Webster, Definition of VERMILION. “a vivid reddish orange.”
Klee, May Picture. https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/483161
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impasto paint to chisel and gridded out the negative space surrounding the shape of my city. I
used greens and deep blues to compliment the vermillion shape formed by the line drawing.
After all the experimentation with oil painting, I brought one of my etchings into the
studio and painted it with this new understanding of the material and color. I then took my image
from the etching Encounter With The Shadow and used it as a point of departure. I depict these
characters in a shadowy space. From the precise line of the needle, I switched to embracing the
broader and tighter gestural marks possible with painting.

Figure 39: Using my etching Encounter With The Shadow as a point of departure for painting.

I began Encounter With The Shadow with a wash of ultramarine pink which is revealed in
the forms of the two characters. On the left is the shadow and the right is the archetypical hero. I
used the wet paint on the surface and my brush to lightly draw into the wet paint. Once I finished
lightly transcribing my composition, I used my precise liner brush and loaded it with a deep
Prussian blue articulating my composition. Once my drawing was worked out, I executed color
blocking to chisel around forms and articulated my objects and spaces.
I began to block in the ground with a cobalt violet and the background with the same
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Prussian blue to chisel out the silhouettes of the figures. I use the orange speckled around the
violet and pink figures to communicate and make the glow of the torch convincing and
believable as if it were lighting the room and a warm hue is reflecting off the figures. The
heightened pigment loads of oil paint are an advantage of this material, which I gravitate toward
because of my nostalgia for the bright vivid colors of cartoons and video games.

Figure 40: Encounter With The Shadow, Oil on wood, 10” x 8”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist

I begin my paintings by either taking a previous image such as a drawing or an etching to
use as a jumping-off point or by working with improvisation and directly drawing with paint. I
start by painting the surface one solid color as a ground. I dislike the white of canvas or panel
and believe this ground layer will support the color above especially if they're complementary.
Typically, when I work with a lot of greens I will start with pink, vermillion, or magenta as the
ground. I then draw with deep colors like Prussian blue or Egyptian violet. I avoid using black
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because I feel it flattens my paintings and I desire to retain this hyper color of video games and
cartoons I am referencing my nostalgia for.
I use a variety of brushes for different purposes. I use a long thin liner brush for my lines
because of its shape. It can hold a lot of paint and I can draw with it. It is like using technical
pens and good for making tight precise marks. I use flat square brushes of varying sizes for color
blocking and to clean edges around forms and characters. I even keep some brushes that get
worn over time as ways of implementing different textures and teasing the paint while it’s still
wet. I can even scrape away wet paint to reveal the color underneath, bringing sgraffito over
from ceramics. These provide me with a wide range of mark-making from elegant to brutish.
The expressive quality of the impasto thick painting allows me to communicate
emotively. It gives me a vocabulary to emotionally charge my forms and characters through the
directionality of brushstrokes and placement of color.

Figure 41: Benevolent Specter, Oil on wood, 10” x 8”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.
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I started using the commonality of a green room as a space for the characters in my oil
paintings. I use these techniques and advantages of the medium to describe the forms and the
atmospheres of these green spaces. For example, in Benevolent Specter, I took advantage of the
intensity of mark making to create the grotesque body of the blue spirit and created energy with
the activation of planes of the walls with expressive brush strokes. The scale creates
claustrophobia dividing the picture plane with the limbs of the blue spirit. By communicating a
distressed look on the boy doll, I explore the passivity I felt in childhood. I was a shy kid and my
social anxieties and unknowns toward meeting unfamiliar people are reflected in the work. I shut
down and become inanimate like a doll, this anxiety blocks me from my typical escapes littered
about the floor.
I attempted to use a color in the green rooms that communicated comfort through the
greens of nature but also to describe a neurosis of the feeling that these walls are constraining.
The room becomes a shell of anxieties and distractions. The feeling of being cooped up with
one's thoughts can be at the same time an epiphany and a madness. To escape this due to the
pandemic, I would seek outside escapes connecting me to my inner child with nostalgia for my
youth in Virginia hiking lush Appalachian trails. Out here in Florida, I found myself in a sea of
green that relieved me from the constraints of the four walls and roof.
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Figure 42: Econlockhatchee River, Acrylic on canvas, 48” x 24”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

I use plein-air48 painting as an exercise for calibrating my eye and refining my
perceptions of color. Expanding my color vocabulary by just setting up the easel and dealing
with whatever is in front of me, through the process of painting and seeing. It's also a way to
express my desire to escape from my room. Imagining what's out there and creating believable
spaces through the physical moving and scratching of paint. Thin and thick paint with expressive
brushwork describe forms and temperature of this Florida landscape in Econlockhatchee River.
I use the green rooms as a thematic space to explore my conceptual motivators in a
common element. I build dramas in these spaces like I had previously done in drawing, but my
chaotic compositions felt daunting to start in color. I look to historic references, specifically here
James Ensor who I resonate with because of his similar themes of the idea of masks, reminders
of mortality, and complicated compositions. Looking at his expressive use of paint and balance
of positive and negative space gave me insight into how I could use this material to articulate my

48

Britannica, and The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, Plein-Air Painting. “Plein-air painting, in its strictest
sense, is the practice of painting landscape pictures out-of-doors; more loosely, the achievement of an intense
impression of the open air (French: plein air) in a landscape painting.
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images. For example, I borrowed his composition from The Strange Masks49 inverting the space,
and homage to his phantoms in my way in my piece Phantom Troupe.

Figure 43: Phantom Troupe, Oil on wood, 12” x 12”, 2021, Image courtesy of the artist.

I was struck by the uncanny strangeness of these figures and all of Ensor's masked
phantoms. They are playful, menacing, and limp, like disturbed puppets. I bring these phantoms
into our time. To place it more recently, I hid a phone with a charger plugged into the wall
creating an additional portal to the window, picture, and mirror. In my own way, I explore that
same distortion of the figure and human visage. Continuing the tradition of caricature and
learning from Ensor’s moody atmospheres and densely packed picture planes.

49

Ensor, The Strange Masks. commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:James_Ensor,_The_strange_masks,_1892_(Fin-deSi%C3%A8cle_Museum).webp
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Figure 44: Stranger In A Room, Oil on wood, 10” x 8”, 2022, Image courtesy of the artist.

I am also fascinated with how he turns society into a demonic cartoon. All the social
nuance turns into a mystery, malicious masks, and specters animate interiors filled with objects
of personal or cultural importance. They stand in these spaces as witnesses of their history and
times, just as I am. These characters’ masks function just as the picture is a mask of my outward
expression. I borrow that same skull from Astonishment Of The Masked Wouse50 in Stranger In A
Room as I resonate with his decision to remind the viewer of their mortality. Like my reflections
on grief and death, I also engage in this tradition of memento mori. I make this character become
the guard of this room. Determining what the guard is protecting becomes the mystery, as for all
my pictures I always desire some amount of mystique.

50

Ensor, Astonishment Of The Masked Wouse. https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q21620072
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Figure 45: Inside Out, Oil on wood, 12” x 12”, 2022, Image courtesy of the artist.

Through the suggestion of its title Inside Out, I address current topics of politics and life
in the 21st century with protests and riots, isolation due to a pandemic and war. I express these
views on current events using caricature and I use the materiality of the paint and directionality
of the brush strokes to create these warp parodies of how I see the “masses” as this crowd of
malicious faces. I began to shift these green rooms and divide the space. The gridded geometry
of the room contrasts a sea of modular and expressive faces.
In Inside Out, I am appropriating James Ensor again. For my sea of caricatures, I took
inspiration from Christ’s Entry to Brussels51 on how to handle this crowd of mine. I saw in this
piece how Ensor uses color as a means of breaking up the crowd framing each face as readable.
He used the contrast of the greens, reds, orange pinks, deep blues, and light blues. Each face
feels unique to its owner and characterizes the crowd, activating the picture plane with a flood of
caricatures.

51

James Ensor, Christ Entry Into Brussels, Oil on canvas, 1888, J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, California.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ%27s_Entry_Into_Brussels_in_1889
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Figure 46: Cloud, Configuration of oil painted panels, Various sizes, 2022, Image courtesy of the artist.

As I began to accumulate all these small painted panels, I took into consideration how to
present them. I experimented by arranging the panels on the wall in clusters. Placing them next
to another panel or on top due to relevancy to another, color contrast or harmony, and the overall
configuration shape. Through trial and error, different arrangements were explored until I began
to find what felt right. These configurations kept me coming back to thinking about Zelda. In
another part of the open world, you explore in Zelda, there are dungeons that all have different
configurations of rooms.52 Similarly, I connected the green spaces as if they were rooms
connected like the Zelda dungeons.

52

Capcom, Oracle of Seasons. http://shrines.rpgclassics.com/gb/zelda7/seasons/maps/level4.shtml
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Figure 47: Green Robot, Configuration of oil painted wood panels and glass, various sizes, 2022, Image courtesy of
the artist.

My Green Robot became at once an altarpiece to exalt my memories and to memorialize
my saints and holy figures in the form of visual stories. For example, the Altarpiece of St.
George arranges depictions of the life of Christ in tempera, embellished with gold leaf, using a
precious material to elevate the altarpiece.53 I created this effect in my Green Robot using the
gold of the central form and using a unifying color on the side of all the panels.
To continue the dungeon analogy from Zelda. The Green Robot is the space where I
overcome my past, acknowledge who I am, what I had, and be thankful. That I have the strength
to overcome hardships and face my monsters.
The configuration becomes what I have been calling a Green Robot, another tie back to
nostalgia referencing Transformers and Japanese mecha as some of my favorite toys, and green

53

Masters of the Centenar, Altarpiece of St. George, Tempera and gilt on pine panels, 15th century, Victoria and
Albert, London, England. https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O17807/altarpiece-of-st-george-altarpiece-master-ofthe/
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being my favorite color. With Green Robot, I also wanted to continue my conversation about
destigmatizing video games as unintellectual, that they can be used as an artistic reference, just
as observation and the vast history of art. I want them to be seen for what some are to me, great
works of art. With the continuing digital age, there will be new forms of media, interfaces, and
entertainment that will intersect with formal art education and shape rising generations of artists.
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MOVING FORWARD

Figure 48: Installation shots from UCF Art gallery’s 2022 MFA Exhibition: Florida Room, Photo by Bella
Miranda.

For the MFA Exhibition, Florida Room, I installed my pieces with enough physical space
to breathe and attempted two configurations of oil paintings. Due to the intensity of my imagery
I wanted to give the viewer time to take in the pictures and not get overwhelmed or miss what I
was trying to focus on through my curation. Having gone through a planning phase, I realized I
needed to stand in the space and get a feel for it before moving forward.

Figure 49: Installation shots from UCF Art gallery’s 2022 MFA Exhibition: Florida Room, Photo by Bella
Miranda.
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My intention was for a viewer to stand in the center of my exhibition space and to be able
to turn and see everything simultaneously and to also reference the hung art from the two books I
placed in the center of my space. I attempted to push the limits of what I think is a charged image
and a compelling stage for my work. I desired to display a variety of mediums to mirror the idea
of the divergence of thought. My goal was to communicate intimately with viewers and to share
my stories.

Figure 50: Shot from the opening night of the 2022 UCF MFA Exhibition, Florida Room. Photo by Bella Miranda.

During this academic venture, I expanded my visual and conceptual vocabulary. I gained
an adeptness in multiple materials and how to distinguish and communicate in the written and
oral form the conceptual aspects of my work. I built my knowledge of techniques and learned
terms for intuitive processes, like automatic drawing, informing myself on a technique's
historical lineage by researching it. I found applications for different modes of thinking visually
and poetically. I discovered the importance of infusing my art practice with influences of
personal significance while appropriating artists of the past.
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Video games, poetry, and cartoon visuals intersecting with my personal narrative and art
history informed my processes. I developed research methods that work for my practice like
utilizing search engines and internet databases to access specific artists that resonate with me and
embracing the chance of scrolling algorithms of image-based social media, feeding me stray
images. I excavated my memories of childhood for ripe visions of personal importance,
resurrecting family members to expel grief. Moving forward, I hope to exhibit, participate in
residencies, and share my perspectives and unconventional approaches to making art.
My aspiration is a career as a working artist, and I hope to instruct at the college level. I
am interested in teaching various processes, while continuing to exhibit my work and apply for
artist residencies. From all the resources, knowledge, and techniques I have absorbed and
mastered, I can empower students to use their own histories and I can encourage them to develop
their own imagery by finding their personal narratives. I hope to share my excitement for
drawing and process-oriented art making to help students learn the fundamentals of art and how
design principles, technique, and discipline will translate to any medium. Future students will be
tech-savvy. For me, guiding them to the responsible use of the internet as an artistic resource for
images is vital. I aim to encourage students to embrace their interests and instill in them to
always be curious.
I realized that for me making art is about "re-mystifying" the world. Technology and
rationality remove from us that childlike desire to imagine and wonder. Daily, I am trying to
reclaim that mental state: With the movements of lines, the creation of atmospherics, and the
magic use of color creates characters and spaces in realms that are boundless. Through
imagination I found similarities to the truths of the tactile world I have observed; with all the joy
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and suffering it presents. All the while, we balance our inner lives within an infinite chasm of
chaos that is indifferent to our emotional experiences and inner dialogs.
I have covered the core building blocks of my thinking and processes as an artist in this
paper, communicating in visual language - poetry, stories, myth, moments, feelings, and
memories. At this point in my life, I choose to create dangerously! With no regard to what is
trending and without asking permission. As if my life, my soul depends on it. I take my exit here
as I continue this trek into far more mysterious and deepening realms of how I see, feel, and
communicate. I continue to discover how images transform and transfigure experience, emotion,
and instinct into a portal of personal escape and a constructed world of memory and imagination.
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APPENDIX: PHOTOGRAPH USAGE
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